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Abstract
Noisy incoherent objects, which are too close to be remotely separated by optically imaging beyond the Rayleigh
diraction limit, might be resolved by employing the arti®cial neural network (ANN) smart pixel post-processing and
its mathematical framework, independent component analysis (ICA). It is shown that ICA ANN approach to superresolution based on information maximization principle could be seen as a part of the general approach called spacebandwidth product adaptation method. Our success is perhaps due to the blind source separation smart-pixel detectors
behind the imaging lens (inverse adaptation), while the Rayleigh diraction limit remains valid for a single instance of
the deterministic imaging systems' realization. The blindness is due to the unknown objects, and the unpredictable
propagation eect on the net imaging point spread function. Such a software/®rmware enhancement of imaging system
may have a profound implication to the designs of the new (third) generation imaging systems as well as other nonoptical imaging systems. Ó 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
PACS: 42.79.S; 42.30; 84.35; 42.30.K; 42.25.F
Keywords: Independent component analysis; Optical diraction; Fourier optics; Unsupervised neural networks; Image processing

1. Introduction
Fourier optics [1±4] shows point sources at the
object plane spreading in the far ®eld image plane
which sets the Rayleigh resolution criterion: the
®nest structure that a system can resolve is given by:
dXRES  1:22kf#  1:22

kf
B

1

where k is the wavelength, f is the focal length of
the lens, and B is the system aperture size. Reso*
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lution beyond the classical diraction limit may be
possible by means of bandwidth extrapolation
super-resolution methods without noise [2] or
space-bandwidth (SW) adaptation process using
Wigner distribution based on a priori information
[5±7]. The importance of a priori knowledge in
super-resolving systems was reported in the early
papers about this subject [8±12]. We earlier reported applications of the statistical inversion in
reticle-based optical trackers [14±16]. We now extend the one component imaging equation to a
set of several components called vector x showing
that the noisy super-resolution can be obtained
statistically by employing multiple detectors and
an ANN/ICA (arti®cial neural network, ANN;
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independent component analysis, ICA) post-processing. We can recover the unknown source signals vector s, assuming that its components are
statistically independent, from linear image data
vector equation x  hs using the software/®rmware (e.g. FPGA) post-processing de-mixing ANN
weight matrix w [17±33]. We insist that components of the recovered vector ^s be as statistically
independent as possible giving: ^s  wx ) h^s^sT i 
T
hwx xw i  whhssT ihT wT  d, where the superscript T is the matrix transpose operation, d is
diagonal matrix (it is identity matrix if the source
signals have unit variance) and the de-correlation
of sources hssT i  d is the consequence of the incoherence light source assumption. Then the net
system transfer wh must be the identity matrix I
implying that ANN discovered using the ANN
gradient ascent search or learning algorithms [17±
33], the internal synaptic representation w  h 1 of
the external world h achieving both: the superresolution beyond diraction limit and blind arbitrary de-noising.

obtained as a convolution of the intensity impulse
response (p.s.f.) or Green's function with the ideal
point object intensity as Eqs. (6)±(15) in Ref. [2]:
Z Z 1
2
Ii u; v; t  j
h u 1~; v g~ Ig 1~; g~; t d~
1 d~
g
1

2
where j is some real constant, 1~; g~ are object
coordinates normalized on the image plane, u; v
are image coordinates, Ig 1~; g~; t is time-varying
intensity representation of the object and h u; v is
the Fraunhofer diraction pattern (i.e. the far ®eld
approximation of the Huygens±Fresnel principle)
of the exit pupil P x; y:
h u; v 

A
kzi

Z Z

1
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Now if we have in the object plane two incoherent point optical sources placed at positions
1~1 ; g~1  and 1~2 ; g~2  and noise source placed at
1~3 ; g~3  then:
Ig1 1~1 ; g~1 ; t  Ig1 td 1~ 1~1 ; g~ g~1 
Ig2 1~2 ; g~2 ; t  Ig2 td 1~ 1~2 ; g~ g~2 
In 1~3 ; g~3 ; t  In td 1~ 1~3 ; g~ g~3 

2. Problem formulation
We begin with a brief review of the imaging
system notation [2, p. 127], and then contrast it
with the ICA notation, Fig. 1. If we assume that
object illumination is perfectly incoherent i.e. the
phasor amplitudes across the object plane are
statistically independent then image intensity is

4

Combining Eqs. (2) and (4) we obtain image
intensity in the (u,v) plane as:
Ii u; v; t 
jjh u

1~1 ; v

2
g~1 j Ig1 t  jjh u

 Ig2 t  jjh u

1~3 ; v

Fig. 1. Generalized model of an imaging system (taken from Ref. [1]).

2
g~3 j In t

1~2 ; v

2
g~2 j
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Importantly, due to diraction eects the point
sources and the noise from the object plane are
spread in the image plane. For an ideal imaging
case of a circular aperture P with radius w we can
compute the p.s.f. and obtain from Eq. (3), Fourier transform of a disk aperture, the weighted
Bessel function of order one, the so-called Airy
pattern for a uniform intensity at the origin and
rippling after a stone having fallen through a water
pond [1]:
 2 
2
A
J1 kwr=zi 
I r 
2
6
kzi
kwr=zi
where k  2p=k is the wave number and A  pr2 is
the aperture area, J1 is the Bessel function of the
®rst kind and r is the radial coordinate. Based on
Eq. (6) we rewrite Eq. (5) as:
Ii u; v; t  jI r1 Ig1 t  jI r2 Ig2 t  jI r3 In t
2
1~i ; v g~i j  I ri 
q
u 1~i 2  v g~i 2 i  1; 2; 3
ri 

jh u

7

An imaging system operating at a 10 lm wavelength with an f-number of 2 has a 24.4 lm width
of the diraction blur. It means that diraction
sets the physical limit on increasing the system's
resolution if better spatial resolution is required.
For example a third generation thermal imaging
systems requires 20 or 15 lm pixel size. We illustrate how the ANN smart pixel can exceed the
Rayleigh criterion by putting two point sources
placed at the relative coordinates 0:5; 0:5 and
0:0; 0:5 and a non-white cha noise source
placed at the relative coordinates 0:25; 0:0 in the
object f; g plane Fig. 1. So the relative distance
between the sources is below the Rayleigh's diffraction limit, which is 1.22 in the dimensionless
coordinates. We consider an array of smart pixels
concentrated on three square pixel detectors with
linear dimension 0.5 and each has a 50% ®ller
factor and 50% active sensing area with centers at
the positions 0:5; 0:5, 0:0; 0:5 and 0:25; 0:0
in the image plane u; v. This situation is illustrated in the contour diagram in Fig. 2. It shows
overlapping in the image plain between the detectors' area and the intensity ¯uctuation of a
spatially ®xed point source with the center at

Fig. 2. A snap shot of the ®rst source intensity spreading over
imaging domain detectors of three smart pixels.

0:5; 0:5 in the image plane assuming for that
particular point of time Ig1 t  1:0. The gray circle
shows area for which applies Ig1 u; v P 0:1. One
can envision similar overlapping situations like
Fig. 2 for the second point source with the center
at 0:0; 0:5 and for the noise source with the
center at 0:25; 0:0 that however are not shown
here due to the lack of space. It should be observed
here that we do not exploit the knowledge of the
source spatial distribution in blind discrimination
method. We have intentionally taken the three
sources placed at the relative distance below the
Rayleigh's diraction limit. Then problems caused
by diraction are the most dominant. We could
use the measurement vector x with the total dimension p  k  l where k and l are dimensions of
the CCD sensor. That would cause enormous
processing diculties due to the huge number of
equations. On the other hand since the in¯uence of
diraction is limited on the few neighboring pixels
only it is wise to use the small kernels, 3  3 or
5  5 pixels, by means of which we can cover the
whole image. Then it can happen either to have the
same number of detectors and sources or to have
more detectors then sources in which case we shall
bene®t from using more sensors than sources [32].
Intensities of the three smart pixels are the appropriate integrals of the intensity distribution
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equation (7) over the three imaging detectors' active sensing areas. If we assume a uniform spatial
responsivity we obtain for the ®rst detector:
ID1 t 
Z 1~1 L=2 Z
1~1 L=2

Z



g~1 L=2

jh u

1~1 L=2 Z g~1 L=2

1~1 L=2

Z


g~1 L=2

g~1 L=2

1~1 L=2 Z g~1 L=2

1~1 L=2

g~1 L=2

1~1 ; v

g~1 j2 du dv Ig1 t

jh u

1~2 ; v

2
g~2 j du dv Ig2 t

jh u

1~3 ; v

2
g~3 j du dv In t
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where L  0:5 is the dimensionless size of the
square detector. The real constant j in Eq. (7) has
been absorbed into intensities Igi t in Eq. (8). Intensity expressions for detectors D2 and D3 dier
only in the integration borders that are around
1~2 ; g~2  and 1~3 ; g~3  respectively. We can rewrite
Eq. (8) in short notation:
ID1 t  h11 Ig1 t  h12 Ig2 t  h13 In t
ID2 t  h21 Ig1 t  h22 Ig2 t  h23 In t

w

w

ijkl6iikk

b 4 zi ; zj ; zk ; zl  are sample estimates of the
where C
related fourth-order cross-cumulants i.e. [34,35]
b 4 zi ; zj ; zk ; zl   hzi zj zk zl i
C

9

ID3 t  h31 Ig1 t  h32 Ig2 t  h33 In t
or in matrix notation:
x  hs  n

linear mixtures x provided they are statistically
independent, non-Gaussian (except may be one),
as well as that mixing matrix h is non-singular.
Various kinds of the ICA algorithms recover vector of the unknown source signals s by means of
the linear transformation ^s  wx minimizing or
maximizing certain criterion U w called contrast
function [22,24,32] that ensures statistical independence
QNbetween components of the vector ^s i.e.
p ^s  i1 pi ^si . One of the most popular batch
algorithms, that will be used in the simulation
experiment reported in Section 4, is the so-called
JADE algorithm [24,32], that ensures source separation by joint diagonalization of the fourth-order
cumulant matrices:
X
2
b 4 zi ; zj ; zk ; zl 
min U w  min
11
C

10

where hij are easily identi®ed from Eq. (8) and
their geometrical interpretations partially given in
Fig. 2. The additive noise n has been added in
matrix equation (10) in order to model the sensor
noise if it cannot be assumed to be negligible.
3. Brief review of the independent component
analysis theory
The ICA problem is described for a number of
source signals coming from dierent sources and a
number of receivers. Each receiver (antenna, microphone, photo-detector, etc.) receives a linear
combination of these source signals x  hs  n;
x; s; n 2 RN , h 2 RN N . Neither the structure of the
linear combination (the mixing matrix h) nor the
source signals (the vector s) are known to the receivers. ICA succeeds to recover the unknown
source signals s from the measurements of their

hzi zj ihzk zl i

hzi zk ihzj zl i

hzi zl ihzj zk i

12

In Eq. (11) the sum is over all the quadruples
i; j; k; l of indices with i 6 j so that for every i; j
i 6 j we have square matrix de®ned by k; l pairs
where k; l  1; . . . ; N . Vector z in Eq. (11) represents whitened or standardized version of the
measurement vector x, Eq. (10), obtained as:
z  vx

13
T

such that Ebzz c  I and whitening matrix v is
obtained:
v  qK

1=2 T

q

14

and K and q are eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices obtained as a solution of the eigenvalue
problem:
ExxT   qKqT

15

De-mixing matrix w is obtained as the solution
of the optimization problem [24,32]:
X
b 4 zi ; zj ; zk ; zl w
w  arg min
off wT C
16
i

by using Jacobi method and o a is measure for
the o-diagonality of a matrix de®ned as:
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Fig. 3. Kurtosis illustration for dierent classes of signals.

off a 

X

jaij j2

17

1 6 i6j 6 N

So by pre-whitening and minimization of the
square of the sample estimates of the fourth-order
cross-cumulant matrices the second- and fourthorder statistical independence between ^si is obtained. This is how the JADE approximates
statistical independence. The quality of how the
sample estimates of the fourth-order cumulants of
the data approximate the real cumulants in¯uences
directly the separation performance. Generally,
more data points mean more reliable sample estimates and better separation performance. The advantage of criterion equations (11) and (16) over
entropy based ICA method [23], is its distribution
independence i.e. minimization of Eqs. (11) and
(16) cancels fourth-order statistical dependence
between components of ^s regardless of their distributions. Additional property of the criteria (11) and
(16) is their robustness relative to the additive noise
n provided it is Gaussian. This is due to the fact that
fourth-order cumulants are blind in relation to
Gaussian processes i.e. the Gaussian processes have
all the cumulants of the order higher than two equal
to zero [34,35]. Algorithm reported in Ref. [23] is in
trouble when components of the source vector s
belong to both sub-Gaussian and super-Gaussian
class of signals. These two classes of signals are
distinguished by the value of the parameter called
kurtosis de®ned for the zero mean signal ^si as:
j ^si  

C4 ^si 
Eb^s4 c
 2 i2
2
C2 ^si  E b^si c

3

18

The sub-Gaussian processes have negative value
of the kurtosis, the Gaussian processes have kurtosis equal to zero, while the super-Gaussian sig-

nals have positive value of the kurtosis. Typical
examples are illustrated by Fig. 3. Examples of
super-Gaussian signals are speech and music signals. Examples of super-Gaussian distributions are
Laplacian and Cauchy distributions. Examples of
sub-Gaussian signals are most of the communication signals and images, while example of the
sub-Gaussian distribution is a uniform distribution. Since ICA/ANN based on Eqs. (11) and (16)
is batch algorithm it is not suitable for the real
time type of applications. If we need on-line i.e.
adaptive ICA/ANN we can use the extended Infomax algorithm [25], that is also one of the well
known ICA algorithms. The Infomax principle to
source separation consists of maximizing information transfer through the system of general type
(in this case optical system) (Fig. 4) [23]:
I y; ^s  H y

H yj^s

19

where H y is the entropy of the output non-linearities (sigmoids) while H yj^s is the residual entropy that did not come from the input and it has
the lowest possible value [23]. Then from Eq. (19)
it follows that maximization of the information
transfer is equivalent to the maximization of the
entropy of the sigmoid outputs i.e.:
max I y; ^s  max H y
w

w

20

what is the reason why Infomax algorithm is also
called the maximum entropy algorithm. Relations
between marginal entropy H ^s and H y, joint
entropy H ^s; y, conditional entropy H ^sjy and
H yj^s and the mutual information I ^s; y are illustrated in Fig. 5. Full derivation of the learning
equations based on criteria (19) and (20) can be
found in Ref. [23]. As a ®nal result maximization
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Fig. 4. Information maximization approach to ICA ANN.

Fig. 6. General block diagram of the SW adaptation process,
taken from Ref. [5].

Fig. 5. Marginal entropy H ^s and H y, joint entropy H ^s; y,
conditional entropy H ^sjy and H yj^s and the mutual information I ^s; y.

of Eq. (20) using the natural [21] or relative gradient [31] for faster convergence gives the following learning rule [21,23,25]:
w k  1  w k  lbI

u ^s^sT cw k

21

where from both the information maximization
and maximum likelihood maximization approach
the following requirement is imposed on the nonlinearity u  [28,29]:
u ^s 

d
log p ^s
d^s

22

and p ^s is the true p.d.f. of the source signals. At
this point it can be seen how ICA ANN approach
to the super-resolution depends on the a priori
information related to the p.d.f.'s of the intensity
distribution of the input signals. It was pointed out
in Refs. [5±7] how a priori information is important in order to obtain optimal separation i.e. to
attain optimal super-resolution. Based on Fig. 6 it

can be seen that ICA ANN approach to the superresolution is a part of the general approach called
the SW product adaptation process [5±7]. What is
in common to our ICA ANN approach to the
super-resolution and SW product shape adaptation method [5,7] is that something has to be done
in order to maximize information transfer through
the system. According to Refs. [5±7] the problem
of super-resolution is the problem of the adaptation of the shape of Wigner distribution chart of
the input (SWI) such that it matches the shape
of the system transfer distribution chart (SWY).
Examples of such adaptations are given in Refs.
[6,9,12]. In the SW product adaptation method
certain transformations, that will ensure maximization of the information transfer, are possible if
we have some a priori information about the signal
that can be related to the object shape, temporally
restricted signals, etc. [5±12]. In the information
maximization based ICA we can attain maximum
of the information transfer through the system
(optimal signal recovery) if our non-linearities
match the shape of the p.d.f. of the data (Eq. (22)
and Fig. 4). The in¯uence of the optical system is
present in the form of the mixing matrix h (Eqs. (9)
and (10)). The inverse adaptation block in Fig. 6 is
replaced by the de-mixing matrix w such that in
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ideal case it will be w  h 1 . In the blind source
separation scenario true p.d.f.'s are basically unknown. However, it was shown in Ref. [27] that
learning rule Eqs. (21) and (22) will still be superecient provided that p ^s are even and u ^s are
odd. Then u ^s  tanh ^s is an appropriate choice
for a class of super-Gaussian signals, while u ^s 
2^s sign ^s^s2 is suitable for sub-Gaussian signals.
The adaptive algorithm capable to cope with both
sub-Gaussian and super-Gaussian sources simultaneously is given with [25]:
Dw / I




K tanh ^s^sT
ki  1
ki 

^s^sT w

super-Gaussian
1 sub-Gaussian

23

where ki are elements of the N-dimensional diagonal matrix K. Then ki can be estimated from [25]:
ki  sign Efsech2 ^si gEf^s2i g

Eftanh ^si ^si g
24

and E o is the expectation operator. More details
about foundations of the ICA theory can be found
in Refs. [17±33].
4. Simulation results
It can be easily observed that vector version of
Eq. (9), x  hs  n, is basically the ICA problem,
where components of the column vector x 
ID1 t; ID2 t; ID3 tT are measured signals, components of the vector s  Ig1 t; Ig2 t; In tT are
unknown source signals while hij , i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g are
elements of the unknown mixing matrix h and n is
the additive noise vector that models the sensor
noise. Here we see that noise is included in the
model both as a part of the source signal vector to
model diraction noise and as a sensor noise in
term of additive noise. It is known from ICA
theory that in principle N sensors must be used in
order to recover the N signals [17±32], although it
has been shown in Ref. [33] how it is possible to
recover several sources by using two sensors only.
Here we shall use three detectors. As it was pointed
out before we do not exploit here the knowledge of
the source spatial position. We have intentionally
chosen the case when the three sources are at the
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relative distance below the Rayleigh's diraction
limit. Now we recover signals emitted by two `information' point sources as well as noisy signal
emitted by the noise source. In doing so we obtain
both: super-resolution beyond diraction limit and
de-noising. If we model noise as the Cauchy color
noise then non-Gaussian nature of the noise is for
ICA not limiting factor, as it is for some other
noise canceling methods [36], but useful property. 1 By described ICA methodology we can
recover unknown source signals using the software/®rmware (FPGA) post-processing de-mixing
matrix w such that hwxxT wT i  s. Then, because
of the three detectors imaging x  hs  n we have
consequently obtained [17±19], whhssT ihT wT  d,
where d is diagonal matrix (identity matrix if
source signals have unit variance) and hssT i  d is
the consequence of the incoherence assumption.
Beside to the non-Gaussianity assumption we shall
additionally assume statistical independence of the
point sources since radiation is emitted from the
three physically separated sources. Consequently
the net transfer function must equal to the identity
matrix wh  I meaning that by post-processing we
have found de-mixing matrix w  h 1 . NonGaussianity assumption is ful®lled if for example
at least one point source has uniform intensity
distribution and noise source has for example
Cauchy distribution (Fig. 1) [26]. Mixing matrix
non-singularity requirement is transformed into:
det h  h11 D11 h12 D12  h13 D13 6 0
D11  h22 h33 h23 h32
D12  h21 h33
D13  h21 h32

h31 h23
h31 h22

25

We can identify hij from their geometrical interpretations given by Fig. 2. that shows h11 , h21
and h31 . hij tells us how much the jth source is
spread over ith detector sensing area. From Eq.
(25) it can be seen that only ®rst term will be
product of the three most dominant components
h11 , h22 and h33 while others will always contain
products of at least two o-diagonal terms making
1
This choice is physically justi®ed since impulse noise can be
modeled as Cauchy noise that is highly non-Gaussian process.
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Fig. 7. ANN/ICA approach to super-resolution: ®rst row is the intensity ¯uctuations in time of the ®xed point source signals
sT t  Ig1 1~1 ; g~1 ; tIg2 1~2 ; g~2 ; tIn 1~3 ; g~3 ; t; second row, detected signals xT t  bID1 tID2 tID3 tc; third row, recovered signals
^sT t  bI^g1 1~1 ; g~1 ; tI^g2 1~2 ; g~2 ; tI^n 1~3 ; g~3 ; tc.

them small relative to the ®rst term implying that
det h will be always positive. So the non-singularity
requirement is in principle also satis®ed. For described arrangement of detectors and sources, illustrated with Fig. 2, the mixing matrix is given
with:
2
3
0:8850 0:4902 0:4194
h  4 0:4902 0:8850 0:4194 5
26
0:4194 0:4194 0:8850
with det h  0:3416. This discussion shows that the
requirements necessary for the ICA theory to work
can in principle be ful®lled in order to achieve the
so-called super-resolution i.e. resolution beyond
the classical diraction limit. So we have gone
statistically beyond the resolution limit set by the
deterministic diraction theory. This concludes
our statistical software/®rmware approach to the
deterministic super-resolution problem. The robustness to the noisy imaging environment is anticipated by the virtue of statistical approach
similar to Wiener's regulation the noisy inverse
®ltering for a dual imaging system [13], but not yet
experimentally demonstrated. We illustrate the

exposed approach to super-resolution and denoising in Fig. 7 by application of the JADE algorithm [24,32] on the mixture of the three source
signals whose intensities are changing in time according to:
Ig1 t  50 2 rand t 1
Ig2 t  20 randn t
In t  tan h; h  p 2 rand t

1

27

where rand t stands for uniform and randn t for
normal distribution. Signals are mixed with the
matrix h estimated from the given source±detectors arrangement and given by Eq. (26). Here we
expressed intensity values in bits assuming intensity ¯uctuations (random or modulated) relative to
some DC level (for 10-bit image DC level would be
512). That explains why relative intensities in Eq.
(27) can be negative. Time evolution means we are
processing sequence of images. The chosen example of signals Eq. (27) is the most dicult one from
the ICA theory point of view since we have one
sub-Gaussian signal: Ig1 t, one pure Gaussian
signal: Ig2 t and one super-Gaussian signal: In t
with the extremely high value of kurtosis (about
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few thousands). With such dicult combination of
signals we wanted to emphasize the power of the
ICA methodology. First row in Fig. 7 represents
source signals: Ig1 t, Ig2 t and In t from left to
right respectively according to Eq. (27). Second
row represents mixed signals x  hs  n according
to Eqs. (9) and (10). It shows to us what, due to
diraction phenomenon, three detectors would see
in time. In the scenario shown in Fig. 7 additive
noise at 20 dB relative to the ®rst source signal
was generated, see Eq. (20). Third row represents
de-mixed and de-noised signals: I^g1 t, I^g2 t and
I^n t again from left to right. We have used
T  2000 data samples to obtain the sample estimates of the related fourth-order cross-cumulants,
Eq. (12). Diraction eects are reduced signi®cantly. Horizontal axis represents time in discrete
samples and vertical axis is in bits relative to the
DC level. In order to estimate the separation performance more reliably we have computed the
signal to interference ratio (SIR) for each of the
source signals according to:
!
RMSE ^si 
SIR si   10 log 10
28
RMSE xi 
where

v
u T
u1 X
si k ^si k2
RMSE ^si   t
T k1

v
u T
u1 X
2
RMSE xi   t
si k xi k
T k1

i  1; 2; 3
29

where T is the sample size here assumed to be
T  2000. The SIR parameter measures the quality of the signal recovery in term of the RMSE
criteria of the recovered signal relative to the
RMSE of the directly measured data. Fig. 8 shows
SIR values in dB for dierent values of the additive
noise level that is expressed relative to the ®rst
source signal level i.e. the horizontal axis of Fig. 8
is de®ned as:
 
rn
SNRdB  10 log 10
30
rs1
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Fig. 8. Performance of the ANN/ICA approach to super-resolution in terms of SIR.

where rn and rs1 denote variance of the additive
noise n and variance of the source signal s1 , respectively. We have denoted the noiseless case with
35 dB of SNR in order to be able to show it on
the Fig. 8. The SIR values were estimated by averaging results over the 100 iterations. The sensor
noise was modeled as Gaussian noise. We can see
that if additive noise is neglected, for example
sensors are cooled enough, the RMSE value after
applying ICA on the measured data relative to the
RMSE value of directly measured data (i.e. without post-processing) is 13.5 times smaller for the
®rst source signal, 22 times smaller for the second
source signal and even 86 times smaller for the
third source signal. This gives to us illustration
how much the diraction eects could be reduced
by means of the ICA post-processing. For SNR 
5 dB the SIR performance is approximately the
same for directly measured and post-processed
data.
5. Conclusion
The ANN statistical approach called ICA is
employed to resolve two incoherent point sources
with noise that are too close to be resolved under
Rayleigh diraction limit. It has been shown that
ICA theory assumptions, statistical independence
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and non-Gaussianity of the source signals and
non-singularity of the mixing matrix, are ful®lled
in principle in this scenario. Moreover mixing
matrix elements are the point spread functions of
the imaging system that can be identi®ed in a blind
way. It was also shown that ICA ANN approach
to the super-resolution based on information
maximization principle could be seen as a part of
the general approach called SW product adaptation method. Simulation has demonstrated that
by three detectors and ANN/ICA based postprocessing not only super-resolution but also
de-noising is attained. In the no additive noise scenario from 13 to even 86 times improvement after
the ICA post-processing (depending on the assumed intensity distribution) is obtained relative to
the directly measured data reducing diraction
eects signi®cantly. We wish to propose the next
step involving the costly but indispensable ®eld
tests, employing the smart pixels' detectors and the
back-plane FPGA ®rmware or ASIC implementation of ANN/ICA algorithm for a rapid realtime post-processing, to demonstrate the noisy
super-resolution and blind de-noise. We believe
this third generation smart pixel imaging system
will have an important impact on the designs of
other, non-optical imaging systems.
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